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Abstract According to the ABCDE model of flower

development, the C- and D- class MADS box genes are

involved in the formation of male and female reproductive

organs (fused to form the column in orchids) and in ovule

maturation (triggered by fertilization in orchids). In the

present study, we report the isolation of the Orchis italica

genes OitaAG and OitaSTK, homologs of the C-class

AGAMOUS and the D-class SEEDSTICK genes of Ara-

bidopsis, respectively. Analysis of their expression profiles

reveals high levels of mRNA in columns and ovaries,

particularly after pollination. However, weak expression is

also detectable in the inner tepals (OitaAG) and the lip and

root (OitaSTK). This expression profile is only partially

overlapping with those reported in other orchid species and

may be the consequence of a different evolutionary history

of these functional gene classes in orchids. The genomic

characterization of the OitaAG and OitaSTK genes shows

that a high number of traces of mobile elements are present

in introns and could have contributed to the size expansion

of some of them (e.g., intron 2 and 3 of OitaAG and intron

3, 4 and 5 of OitaSTK). Nucleotide sequences of intron 1 of

the OitaSTK gene and other STK-like genes do not share

regulatory motifs, whereas sequence comparison of intron

2 of the OitaAG gene with that of intron 2 of other AG-like

genes reveals, for the first time in an orchid species, the

presence of conserved cis-regulatory boxes and binding

sites for transcription factors that positively (e.g., LEAFY

and WUSCHEL) or negatively (e.g., BELLRINGER) reg-

ulate the expression of the AG homologs in dicots and

monocots.

Keywords MADS-box � Orchidaceae � cis-Regulatory

elements � Introns

Introduction

The family Orchidaceae is one of the largest among the

flowering plants. It is characterized by great morphological

diversification and specialization of the floral structures.

The typical orchid flower shows bilateral symmetry and is

composed of three sepals (termed outer tepals) and three

petals divided into two lateral inner tepals and a lip (or

labellum), a highly modified median inner tepal. The male

and female reproductive organs are highly modified; they

are fused and constitute a single structure known as column

or gynostemium. The mature pollen grains (pollinia) are

positioned at the top of the column. At the column base is

the ovary, the development of which is triggered by fer-

tilization [1–3].

The complex regulatory network that establishes flower

development is well described by the ABCDE model, which

integrates the role of the floral homeotic genes in a spatial and

functional view [4, 5]. All but one (APETALA2–AP2) of the

genes involved in the ABCDE model are MADS-box genes

corresponding to various functional classes. Based on the

latest version of the model (A)BCDE, the expression of B—

(PISTILLATA/GLOBOSA-like and APETALA3/DEFIC-

IENS-like) and C-class (AGAMOUS-like) genes alone reg-

ulates the formation of petals and carpels, respectively, while

both classes drive the development of stamens. The A-class

genes (AP1- and AP2-like) act at various different levels,
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from floral meristem identity to the activation and definition

of the expression domains of the B- and C-class genes [6].

The development of ovules is regulated mainly by the D--

class genes (SEEDSTICK-like), and the formation of all

floral structures is ensured by the action of the E-class genes

(SEPALLATA-like). In brief, A- and E-class genes specify

the formation of sepals; A-, B- and E-class genes drive the

formation of petals; B-, C- and E-class genes determine the

formation of stamens; C- and E-class genes specify the for-

mation of carpels; D- and E-class genes are involved in the

formation of ovules. Although the (A)BCDE model is

applicable to a wide number of species [6–11], differences

are emerging in the mechanisms leading to flower develop-

ment in non-model species such as orchids [12]. For exam-

ple, extensive analyses of the orchid B-class genes revealed

their peculiar role in the formation of the orchid perianth [13]

and the occurrence of lineage-specific duplication events

[14–20].

In orchids, a number of C- and D-class genes have been

identified. All are involved in various aspects of flower and

ovule development, with some differences among the

examined species, all belonging to the subfamily Epidend-

roideae [21–25]. In some species, e.g., Phalaenopsis and

Oncidium, C- and D- class genes have redundant functions

[21, 22, 25]; in others, e.g., Dendrobium thyrsiflorum, some

differences in the expression profile are related to specific

involvement in early or late ovule development [23]. In

addition, in Cymbidium ensifolium a C-class duplication

event followed by sub-functionalization gave rise to two

functional paralogs [24].

The C- and D-class genes are sister clades, generated by

a duplication event occurred early during angiosperm

evolution [26]. All of the C- and D-class gene products

share two motifs at the C-terminus: the AG motifs I and II

[26]. In the model plant Arabidopsis, the expression of the

C-class gene AGAMOUS (AG) is regulated by cis-acting

elements present within the 3-kb intron 2 [27–29]. Some of

these elements, such as the binding site of the direct acti-

vator LEAFY (LFY), are conserved among a wide number

of species and are thought to pre-date the divergence

between monocots and dicots [30]. Also the expression of

the D-class gene SEEDSTICK (STK) of Arabidopsis seems

to be regulated by multiple cis-acting elements located

within the promoter region and the 1.3-kb intron 1. These

regulatory motifs are GA-rich elements able to bind the

BASIC PENTACYSTEINE 1 (BPC1) protein, with con-

sequent DNA conformational changes [31].

In this study, we report the isolation, genomic charac-

terization and expression of two genes in the orchid Orchis

italica (subfamily Orchidoideae), OitaAG and OitaSTK.

The genes OitaAG and OitaSTK belong to the MADS-box

C- and D-class, respectively. In addition, we report for the

first time in an orchid species the comparative analyses of

intron 2 of the gene OitaAG and of intron 1 of the gene

OitaSTK and their evolutionary implications.

Materials and methods

Isolation of OitaAG and OitaSTK cDNAs

Total RNA extraction from inflorescence of O. italica and

cDNA synthesis were performed as previously described

[15], using a MADS-box degenerate primer (50-AAGATA-

GAGAATCCDACDAACD-30) and a poly-T primer. After

cDNA cloning, forty clones were screened by nucleotide

sequencing on a 310 Automated Sequencer (Applied Bio-

systems). BLAST analysis revealed the presence in O. italica

of two cDNAs named OitaAG and OitaSTK, which showed

nucleotide similarity to C- and D-class MADS-box genes,

respectively. To obtain the nucleotide sequence of the 50-
untranslated region (UTR), three specific reverse primers

were designed for each cDNA (Table S1, supplementary

material) and 50 RACE experiments were performed using

the 50 RACE System (Invitrogen). The amplification prod-

ucts were cloned into pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega) and

sequenced using the universal primers T7 and SP6. The

nucleotide sequences of the OitaAG and OitaSTK cDNAs

were deposited in GenBank with the accession numbers

JX205496 and JX205497, respectively.

Expression analysis

Florets from early (10 days before anthesis, *9 mm diam-

eter size) and late (after anthesis) inflorescence of O. italica

were dissected to collect the outer and inner tepal, lip, col-

umn and unpollinated ovary tissue. Both stages refer to a

fully developed flower, with all floral organs formed. Thus,

the two stages only differ in cell size. Compared to the fully

opened flowers (late stage), in the bud stage (early stage) cell

division is completed but cell distension is still occurring.

Manual fertilization of ten ovaries was performed, and ovary

tissue was collected 3, 7 and 10 days after pollination (dap).

Ovary development of O. italica is shorter than that descri-

bed in other orchids such as Phalaenopsis (*64 dap) [25]. In

flowers of O. italica at the anthesis, the ovules are immature

and contain the megaspore mother cell undergoing the first

meiotic division. At 3 days after pollination the ovules are

mature and the female gametophyte is fully developed; at

7 days after pollination, fecundation is already occurred and

the seeds are in early development stages; at 10 days after

pollination the seeds are almost mature with seed coats

completely developed (Barone Lumaga, manuscript in

preparation). In addition, leaf, stem and root tissue were

collected. All of the dissected tissues were quickly stored in
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RNA Later (Ambion) at -20 �C until total RNA extraction

(TRIzol reagent, Ambion). After treatment with DNase I

(Ambion), total RNA was quantified using the spectropho-

tometer Nanodrop 2000c (ThermoScientific). RNA integrity

was checked by agarose gel electrophoresis.

Reverse transcription reactions were conducted using

350 ng of total RNA isolated from the different tissues

with the Advantage RT PCR kit (Clontech) and oligo dT

primers. Primer pairs that specifically amplified fragments

of the OitaAG, OitaSTK and actin (OitaAct, GenBank

accession number AB630020) cDNAs were designed using

the software Primer Express v.3.0 (Applied Biosystems).

Primer sequences are listed in Table S1 of the supple-

mentary material.

Real time PCR was performed using a 7500 Real-Time

PCR System (Applied Biosystems); cDNA (30 ng) from

each tissue was used as previously described [16]. For all of

the genes examined, the reactions were conducted in tech-

nical triplicates on two independent biological samples.

Negative controls were performed without cDNA. For each

well, the evaluation of PCR efficiency and optimal thresh-

old cycle (CT) of the target genes (OitaAG and OitaSTK)

and the endogenous control gene (OitaAct) were performed

using the REAL TIME PCR MINER online tool [32]. The

mean relative expression ratio (rER) of the OitaAG and

OitaSTK genes in the different tissues was calculated (with

standard deviation) using OitaAct as the endogenous control

gene and leaf cDNA as the reference sample [33]. Differ-

ences in the relative expression levels of the OitaAG and

OitaSTK genes between and/or among different samples

were assessed by the two-tailed t test and ANOVA followed

by the Tukey HSD post hoc test, respectively.

PCR amplification of genomic DNA

Genomic DNA of O. italica was extracted from leaves using

a modified Doyle & Doyle method [34]. Based on the

nucleotide sequence of the OitaAG and OitaSTK cDNAs,

several PCR primer pairs were designed to amplify the

genomic region spanning from 50- to 30-UTR (Table S2,

supplementary material). Most PCR amplifications were

conducted using the LongAmp Taq PCR kit (New England

Biolabs) using conditions previously described [35]. To

amplify the genomic regions including intron 2 and intron 3

of the OitaAG locus and intron 2 and intron 5 of the OitaSTK

locus, reactions were performed with two amplification

rounds. The first round followed conditions previously

described [36]. The second amplification was conducted

using 1 ll of the first reaction and nested primers, with

denaturation and annealing time and temperature suggested

by the Taq manufacturer (New England Biolabs) and

extension times ranging from 7 to 10 min at 65 �C for a total

of 35 cycles. Amplification fragments of small size were

cloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector, whereas large frag-

ments were cloned using the CopyControl cDNA, Gene and

PCR Cloning kit (Epicentre). Sequencing reactions were

conducted using the pGEM-T Easy or pCC1 plasmid prim-

ers. For the large cloned amplicons, additional specific nes-

ted primers were progressively designed and used to

sequence the complete fragments.

Sequence analysis

The nucleotide sequences of the OitaAG and OitaSTK

cDNAs were virtually translated and aligned with those of

AG-like and STK-like sequences of monocots retrieved from

public databases (Table 1) using the MUSCLE software

[37]. To avoid possible problems in the resolution of the

phylogenetic tree due to high cytosine content in the nucle-

otide sequences encoding the C-terminus of these proteins in

grasses (rice and maize), only the MADS, I and K domains

were considered for the phylogenetic tree reconstruction

[38]. The search for the best amino acid evolutionary model

and the construction of the Maximum Likelihood (ML) tree

were performed using MEGA5 software [39]. DAL2 of Pi-

cea abies was used as the outgroup. Bootstrap analysis on the

ML tree was conducted with 1,000 replicates.

ontig assembly of OitaAG and OitaSTK genomic DNA

sequences and alignment between cDNA and genomic

DNA sequences was performed using BIOEDIT [40]. The

accession numbers of the genomic sequences of the OitaAG

and OitaSTK loci are JX205498 and JX205499 respectively.

Intron sequences from both the OitaAG and OitaSTK

genes were screened for the presence of repetitive elements

and traces of plant mobile elements using the CENSOR

online tool [41] and BLAST analysis. CENSOR is a pro-

gram that performs BLAST searches using REPBASE, a

reference database of eukaryotic repetitive/mobile DNA,

and provides a description of the repetitive/mobile ele-

ments found. The analysis was conducted using the default

settings, selecting the Viridiplantae section of REPBASE.

Sequences of intron 2 of the OitaAG gene, of intron 1 of

the OitaSTK gene and of corresponding introns of AG- and

STK-like genes, respectively, present in the NCBI public

nucleotide database (Table 2) were analyzed to search for

patterns of shared elements using the motif-based sequence

analysis tool MEME [42]. These sequences were also

scanned using the PLANTPAN database of plant tran-

scription factor binding sites and cis-regulatory elements

[43].

Results

The cDNA sequence of OitaAG (1,149 bp) includes a 50-
and 30- UTR of 208 and 235 bp, respectively, and virtually
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Table 1 Species, locus name and accession number of the sequences used to construct the ML tree

Order Family Species Locus Class Accession number

Arecales Arecaceae Elaeis guineensis EguiAG1 C AY739698

EguiAG2 C AY739699

Asparagales Agapanthaceae Agapanthus praecox ApMADS2 D AB079260

Alliaceae Allium cepa AcepAG C CF441435

Amaryllidaceae Narcissus tazetta NtazAG C EF421828

Asparagaceae Asparagus virgatus AVAG1 C AB125347

AVAG2 D AB175825

Hosta plantaginea HplaAG C EU429307

Hyacinthaceae Hyacintus orientalis HAG1 C AF099937

HoMADS1 D AF194335

Iridaceae Crocus sativus CsatAG C AY555580

Orchidaceae Cymbidium ensifolium CeMADS1 C GU123626

CeMADS2 C GU123627

Dendrobium crumenatum DcOAG1 C DQ119840

DcOAG2 D DQ119841

Dendrobium nobile DnobMADS2 EF535599

Dendrobium thyrsiflorum DthyrAG1 C DQ017702

DthyrAG2 D DQ017703

Orchis italica OitaAG C JX205496*

OitaSTK D JX205497*

Phalaenopsis equestris PeMADS1 C AF234617

PeMADS7 D JN983500

Phalaenopsis hybrid cultivar PhalAG1 C AB232952

PhalAG2 D AB232953

Liliales Liliaceae Lilium formosanum LforAG C HQ234917

Lilium hybrid cultivar LLAG C HM030993

Lilium longiflorum LMADS2 D AY522502

LLAG1 C AY500376

LLMADS1 C AY829227

Pandanales Triuridaceae Lacandonia schismatica LschSTK D GQ214164

Poales Bromeliaceae Ananas comosus AcomAG C TA1404_4615

Poaceae Hordeum vulgare HvAG1 C AF486648

HvAG2 C AF486649

Oryza sativa OsMADS13 D AF151693

OsMADS58 C AB232157

OsMADS3 C L37528

OsMADS21 D AY551913

Sorghum bicolor SbicAG C XM_002454940

Triticum aestivum WAG C AB084577

TaAGL2 C DQ512337

TaAGL31 C DQ512349

TaAGL39 C DQ512355

Zea mays ZMM1 C X81199

ZAG1 C L18924

ZAG2 C L18925

Zmay23 C AJ430637

Zmay3 C EU960810

ZmayAG C NM_001112476
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encodes for a protein of 234 residues. BLASTN and

TBLASTX analyses revealed that the sequence with the

highest similarity to OitaAG cDNA was the AG1 sequence

of the orchid D. crumenatum (88 % nucleotide and 87 %

amino acid identity). The cDNA sequence of OitaSTK

(903 bp) includes a 50- and 30- UTR of 105 and 113 bp,

respectively, and virtually encodes for a protein of 227

residues. BLASTN and TBLASTX analyses of OitaSTK

cDNA showed the highest similarity with the AG2

sequence of the orchid D. crumenatum (82 % nucleotide

and 84 % amino acid identity).

Amino acid alignment of virtually translated OitaAG and

OitaSTK cDNA sequences with AG-like and STK-like

monocot sequences present in GenBank revealed the presence

of the two conserved regions in the C-terminus, the AG motifs

I and II. The OitaAG sequence has an additional short amino

acid stretch (7 residues) at the N-terminus, a feature common

to many AG-like proteins. The OitaSTK sequence shows an

extension of 6 amino acid residues at the C-terminus, known

as the MD motif, common to the D-class proteins of monocots

[44]. Figure 1 shows the amino acid alignment and the con-

served motifs relative to the orchid sequences.

The ML tree was constructed using the JTT ? G ? I

amino acid evolutionary model, and the bootstrap con-

sensus tree is shown in Fig. 2. The tree topology shows two

main branches corresponding to the MADS-box functional

classes C and D. OitaAG forms a statistically well-sup-

ported group with the other orchid AG-like sequences

within the C-class clade (bootstrap value 86 %), whereas

OitaSTK is included within the D-class clade.

Figure 3c and d shows the expression profile of the Oi-

taAG and OitaSTK genes in early and late floral tissues

(Fig. 3b). The expression of mRNA from both genes is

detectable mainly in the column, with a significant difference

in the expression of OitaSTK between early and late stage

tissues. Weak expression of OitaAG is detectable in late

inner tepals, and a low level of OitaSTK mRNA is present in

late lip tissue. The OitaAG and OitaSTK genes are also

expressed in the ovary before pollination, where the level of

OitaSTK transcripts is much higher than that of OitaAG

(Fig. 4a). The expression of both genes begins to increase

3 days after pollination (3 dap); the highest levels are

observed at the stages 7 and 10 dap. The expression of Oi-

taSTK mRNA is much higher than that of OitaAG in both

Table 2 Species name, abbreviation, accession number and sequence size of the intron 2 (AG-like gene) and intron 1 (STK-like gene) examined

Species Locus Intron Abbreviation Accession number Length (bp)

Orchis italica AG-like 2 OitaAG JX205498* 11,165

Antirrhinum majus PLE AY935269 6,666

Oryza sativa OsMADS3 AP008207 5,351

Populus trichocarpa PTAG1 AF052570 4,865

Petunia hybrida PMADS3 AB076051 4,010

Ipomea nil DP AB281192 3,432

Solanum lycopersicum TAG1 AY254705 3,190

Arabidopsis thaliana AG At4g18960 2,999

Antirrhinum majus FAR AJ239057 2,965

Cucumis sativus CUM1 AY254704 1,903

Oryza sativa STK-like 1 OsMADS13 Os12g10540 1,362

Arabidopsis thaliana STK AT4G09960 1,328

Zea mays ZAG2 NM_001111908 1,261

Orchis italica OitaSTK JX205499* 97

The asterisk indicates sequences obtained in the present study

Table 1 continued

Order Family Species Locus Class Accession number

ZMM2 C AJ430631

ZMM25 D AJ430639

Zingiberales Musaceae Musa acuminata MacuMADS5 D DQ060444

Zingiberaceae Alpinia hainanensis AhaiAG C AY621155

Coniferales Pinaceae Picea abies DAL2 C X79280

The asterisk indicates sequences obtained in the present study
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pollinated and unpollinated ovaries (Fig. 4a). The expres-

sion level of OitaAG in root and stem tissue is comparable to

that in the reference tissue (leaf), whereas a slightly higher

level of OitaSTK mRNA is detectable in root tissue (Fig. 4b).

The genomic structure of the OitaAG and OitaSTK loci is

presented in Fig. 5. OitaAG includes eight introns, and Oi-

taSTK has seven; all the sequenced introns contain 50-GT and

30-AG termini. Intron 1 is located within the 50-UTR in both

genes, whereas intron 8 of the OitaAG locus is located within

the codon preceding the TAG stop codon. As shown in

Fig. 5, intron size is quite variable, whereas intron position is

conserved, resulting in a similar exon size. The very large

intron 3 of the OitaAG gene was amplified but not sequenced.

All of the attempts to amplify intron 2 of the OitaSTK gene

gave negative results. The CENSOR analysis revealed traces

of transposable elements belonging to different classes

present mainly within the largest introns (Table 3), though

some short sequences similar to transposable elements were

found within the small introns 4 and 8 of the OitaAG gene.

Among the 25 traces of repetitive/mobile elements identi-

fied, 17 shared homology to Class I retrotransposons (9 LTR

Copia or Gypsy and 8 NonLTR), 6 to Class II DNA trans-

posons (4 En/Spm, 1 Helitron and 1 Mutator) and 2 to

Interspersed repeats. The CENSOR analysis also highlighted

traces of transposable elements within the nucleotide

sequence of intron 2 of the AG-like genes retrieved from

GenBank (Table S3, supplementary material), with a lower

density relative to intron 2 of the OitaAG gene.

Intron 1 of the OitaSTK gene is considerably shorter than

those of the other STK-like genes here examined (Table 2)

and their nucleotide sequences are not alignable. MEME

analysis revealed the presence of a single GA-rich motif

(GAAGAAA) within intron 1 of the OitaSTK gene. In the

corresponding region of the other STK-like genes MEME

analysis identified 5 (STK and OsMADS13) and 7 (ZAG2)

GA-rich motifs. In all of the examined sequences, PLANT-

PAN analysis showed the presence of a number of known

transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) (Table S4, sup-

plementary material).

Introns 2 and 3 of the OitaAG gene are very large (11,165

and *15,000 bp, respectively), and to date, these are the

largest introns 2 and 3 of the known AG-like genes. The

nucleotide sequence of intron 2 of the OitaAG gene is not

alignable to those of the other AG-like genes here examined

due to their global sequence divergence. However, MEME

analysis revealed the presence of conserved boxes corre-

sponding to previously known cis-acting AG regulatory

motifs within intron 2 of the OitaAG gene [27, 30]: the

aAGAAT-box, the LEAFY binding site (LBS) and the 70 bp

element known as CCAATCA-box are present in conserved

order and conserved distance relative to the other examined

sequences (Fig. 6). PLANTPAN analysis revealed the

presence of a number of known TFBSs in all of the examined

sequences (Table S4, supplementary material). Binding sites

of WUSCHEL (WUS) and BELLRINGER (BLR) are pres-

ent in OitaAG and in almost all of the other sequences. WUS

and BLR are known as positive and negative regulators of

AG, respectively [45, 46]. Furthermore, an AP2 binding site

recently characterized in intron 2 of the AG gene of A. tha-

liana [28] was found within intron 2 of the OitaAG locus

Fig. 1 Amino acid alignment of the OitaAG and OitaSTK sequences to those of the other orchid species. Boxes indicate the N-terminal

extension, the AG motif I and II and the MD motif
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Fig. 2 Maximum Likelihood

tree constructed on the amino

acid alignment of the sequences

listed in Table 1. Numbers
indicate the bootstrap

percentages (values lower than

50 % are not shown)
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downstream of the CCAATCA-box. In most of the intron 2

sequences examined in OitaAG and other genes, the size of

the region between the CCAATCA-box and the AP2 binding

site is quite variable (Fig. 6).

Discussion

In orchids, the column contains fused male and female

tissues and ovule development is triggered by pollination.

These peculiar reproductive structures are of particular

interest when studying the role of the C- and D-class

MADS-box genes in orchids.

Nucleotide/amino acid sequence comparison and phy-

logenetic analysis revealed that the OitaAG and OitaSTK

genes of O. italica (Orchidoideae) belong to the C- and

D-class MADS-box genes, respectively, and that these

genes are closely related to the AG-like and STK-like genes

isolated in Epidendroideae.

Like other AG-like genes, e.g. ZAG1 of maize [47],

TAG1 of tomato [48], AVAG1 of Asparagus [49], etc.,

OitaAG is specifically expressed in floral tissues. Similarly

to other STK-like genes, e.g. FBP11 of Petunia [50],

LMADS2 of lily [51], AVAG2 of Asparagus [44], also Oi-

taSTK is expressed in floral tissues. However, an unex-

pected weak expression of OitaSTK is detectable also in

roots. Based on functional studies available in literature, C-

and D-class MADS-box genes are not expressed in roots;

instead, the sister C/D-class gene XAL1 (AGL12 group) is

root-specific in Arabidopsis [52, 53] and rice [54]. Further

studies are needed to understand if the weak expression of

the OitaSTK gene detected in root tissue reflects its

involvement in root development of O. italica or represents

its background expression level in this tissue.

The OitaAG and OitaSTK genes display a similar

expression pattern that confirms their involvement in the

development and maintenance of reproductive structures, as

is expected for these functional classes of MADS-box genes.

Although the general similarity in the expression profiles of

OitaAG and OitaSTK indicates a possible redundant func-

tion, some differences are detectable. In particular, OitaAG

is expressed at similar levels in early and late column tissue,

whereas the amount of the OitaSTK mRNA increases from

early to late stages. This difference suggests a not completely

redundant role for these two genes during the cell distension

of gynostemium in O. italica, with OitaAG involved both in

the formation and maintenance of the column and OitaSTK

implicated mainly in the maintenance of this structure. In the

ovary, the expression level of OitaAG is very low before

fertilization and starts to increase at the 3 dap stage, reaching

the highest level at the 7 and 10 dap stage. OitaSTK mRNA is

strongly expressed in the unpollinated ovary, and fertiliza-

tion further enhances its accumulation at the 3 dap stage and,

more strongly, at 7 and 10 dap. This difference in expression

profiles suggests a relevant role of the OitaSTK gene in ovary

formation and maturation, while the C-class gene OitaAG

seems to be involved only in events subsequent to pollina-

tion. This expression profile is only partially overlapping

with that described in Phalaenopsis, where the PeMADS1

Fig. 3 Early (left) and late (right) inflorescence and floret of O.
italica (a). Early (left) and late (right) floral tissue of O. italica
(b) and the relative expression pattern of the OitaAG (c) and OitaSTK
(d) genes: In inflorescence, Fl floret, E early, L late, Te_out outer

tepal, Te_inn inner tepal, Lip labellum, Co column, rER relative

expression ratio
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(C-class) and PeMADS7 (D-class) genes are both expressed

at very low levels in the immature ovary, with expression

increasing only after pollination [25]. In addition, other

discrepancies are detectable when comparing the expression

profile of the OitaAG and OitaSTK genes of O. italica to that

of their homologs in other orchid species, especially within

tepal, lip and vegetative tissue. OitaAG shows a weak

expression in the inner tepal at the late stage, and OitaSTK

mRNA is present at low levels in late stage lip tissue and in

root tissue. Previous studies report the expression of the

DcOAG1 gene (C-class) of D. crumenatum and of the Pha-

lAG1 (C-class) and PhalAG2 (D-class) genes of Phalaen-

opsis in tepals and lip tissue [22, 55]. In recent experiments,

however, the expression of the PeMADS1 and PeMADS7

genes of Phalaenopsis was detected only in the column and

post-pollinated ovary [25]. These contrasting results might

be the result of different evolutionary histories of C-and

D-class genes in orchids, a hypothesis also supported by the

finding of two C-class genes with distinct roles during gyn-

ostemium development in C. ensifolium [24].

The presence of cis-regulatory elements within intron 2 of

AG-like genes and intron 1 of STK-like genes has been

evaluated mainly in dicots species, whereas in monocots,

analyses have been restricted to rice. For this reason, we

decided to determine the position and sequence of introns in

both the OitaAG and OitaSTK genes of O. italica. The

Fig. 4 Relative expression analysis of OitaAG and OitaSTK in the ovary (a) and non-floral tissues (b): Ov_np_i early ovary not pollinated,

Ov_np_m late ovary not pollinated, dap days after pollination, Ro root, St stem, Le leaf, rER relative expression ratio

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of the OitaAG (upper) and OitaSTK
(lower) loci. Gray boxes, white boxes and lines indicate UTRs, exons

and introns, respectively. Numbers represent the intron size in bp.

Diagrams are in scale, with the exception of the interrupted lines.

ATG start codon and stop codons are also indicated. Question marks
indicate unknown size of the intron
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Table 3 Results of the CENSOR analysis conducted on the introns of OitaAG and OitaSTK

Gene Intron Length (bp) From To Element From To Class Dir Sim E-value

OitaAG 2 11,165 1,029 1,218 ENSPM-6_ZM 6,760 6,932 DNA/EnSpm d 0.69 3e-08

1,890 1,968 DNA9-3C_Mad 226 301 Interspersed_Repeat c 0.78 1e-06

4,557 4,619 MuDR1_HV 526 591 DNA/MuDR c 0.72 0.004

6,715 6,876 ATCOPIA70_I 4,321 4,482 LTR/Copia c 0.69 1e-07

7,158 7,630 Copia-2_PD-I 1,636 2,126 LTR/Copia c 0.70 9e-45

8,237 8,401 ENSPM-6_ZM 5,762 5,914 DNA/EnSpm d 0.70 2e-06

8,561 8,695 RTE-1_Mad 8,202 8,335 NonLTR/RTE c 0.69 8e-05

8,738 8,854 RTE-1_Mad 2,956 3,072 NonLTR/RTE c 0.67 8e-05

8,868 9,965 RTE-1B_Mad 1,744 2,851 NonLTR/RTE c 0.64 2e-30

10,733 10,802 EnSpm-12_OS 10,612 10,680 DNA/EnSpm c 0.76 0.003

4 104 45 81 ATHILA-4_SBi-I 4,787 4,823 LTR/Gypsy c 0.84 9e-06

8 228 61 124 EnSpm-5_STu 8,852 8,917 DNA/EnSpm c 0.78 2e-07

OitaSTK 3 1,529 545 620 RTE-1_Mad 8,267 8,342 NonLTR/RTE c 0.78 1e-09

664 748 Copia-55_BRa-I 2,201 2,281 LTR/Copia d 0.75 6e-06

1,080 1,133 Copia-100_Mad-I 40 90 LTR/Copia c 0.81 3e-06

4 924 213 379 SINE2-2_STu 1 165 NonLTR/SINE/SINE2 d 0.78 4e-28

394 467 SINE2-2_STu 68 134 NonLTR/SINE/SINE2 d 0.78 6e-09

509 562 SINE2-2_STu 66 120 NonLTR/SINE/SINE2 d 0.82 6e-09

616 734 SINE2-2_STu 65 181 NonLTR/SINE/SINE2 d 0.80 1e-23

5 2,836 381 486 HELITRON7_OS 1,567 1,679 DNA/Helitron c 0.85 3e-22

489 518 Gypsy-76_SB-I 2,574 2,603 LTR/Gypsy d 0.90 9e-05

794 828 DNA9-3C_Mad 528 562 Interspersed_Repeat c 0.83 4e-05

975 1,084 Copia1A-VV_I 4,422 4,533 LTR/Copia c 0.73 5e-07

1,110 1,914 Copia-8_CP-I 3,714 4,563 LTR/Copia c 0.66 3e-04

1,948 2,209 Copia2-VV_I 3,179 3,450 LTR/Copia c 0.70 3e-17

Only introns showing positive matches are shown

Dir direction (d direct, c complement), Sim nucleotide similarity, E-value the BLAST expectation value

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram showing the conserved boxes and TFBSs found within the nucleotide sequence of intron 2 of OitaAG and its

homologs
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common features of the sequenced introns are their con-

served position relative to the exons and the frequent pres-

ence of traces of mobile elements within their sequence. The

classification and relative abundance of these repetitive/

mobile elements are similar, in a much smaller scale, to those

reported in a partial genome analysis conducted on the orchid

Phalaenopsis [56]. In particular, in both species Class I ret-

rotransposons are highly represented (68 % in O. italica and

75.7 % in Phalaenopsis) and among them the most abundant

are copia- and gypsy-like elements (36 % in O. italica and

54.7 % in Phalaenopsis). Class II transposons are less fre-

quent than Class I retrotransposons (24 % in O. italica and

10.8 % in Phalaenopsis) and among them the most abundant

are En/Spm elements (16 % in O. italica and 5.3 % in

Phalaenopsis). The other identified repetitive/mobile ele-

ments (e.g. interspersed repeats, centromere, unclassified

elements) represent 8 % in O. italica and 13.5 % in Pha-

laenopsis. The size of some of the isolated introns is quite

small, in agreement with the general small size of introns in

plant MIKC MADS-box genes. In contrast, the size of intron

2 of the OitaAG gene is very large and, to date, is the largest

ever reported (11,165 bp). Also intron 3 of the OitaAG gene

is very large (*15,000 bp) and the introns 3, 4 and 5 of the

OitaSTK gene are quite large in size, although in a much

smaller range (from 924 to 2,836 bp). It is possible that the

insertion of mobile elements has contributed to the expan-

sion of these noncoding regions. For example, a quite large

(*850 bp) trace of an LTR/copia element is still detectable

within intron 5 of the OitaSTK gene. In addition, BLAST

analyses revealed that intron 2 of the OitaAG gene contains

two regions (spanning from the position 2,900–3,099 and

from 4,986 to 5,065) that show identity (*76 %) with two

regions (the first inverted and the second direct) in intron 1 of

the LFY gene of the orchid Ophrys. A similar result was

obtained from a BLAST analysis with intron 2 from the AG-

like gene PMADS3 in Petunia that shows identity (*74 %)

from position 3,487 to 3,635 with an inverted region of intron

2 of the LFY gene in Capsicum lycianthoides. This evidence

indicates high and possibly recent activity of mobile ele-

ments that could also have captured genomic segments sur-

rounding their original position and, after the insertion within

the introns of the OitaAG and OitaSTK genes, undergone

mutations and fragmentation leading to their inactivation.

Sequence comparison of intron 1 of the STK-like genes

here examined revealed the presence of a single GA-rich

motif within intron 1 of the OitaSTK gene. Even though

GA-rich motifs were found by MEME analysis within

intron 1 of the OsMADS13 and ZAG2 genes, their sequence

does not exactly matches to that of the consensus motif

RGARAGRRA that, present in multiple copies within

intron 1 of the STK gene of Arabidopsis, in vitro binds the

BPC1 protein. The absence of conservation of these cis-

regulatory motifs within intron 1 of the OitaSTK,

OsMADS13 and ZAG2 genes might indicate the existence

of proteins different from BPC1 involved in the tran-

scriptional regulation of D-class genes in monocots.

Alternatively, in monocots all the BPC1 binding sites

might be located in different positions, e.g. within the

promoter, or have a different consensus sequence.

The most interesting feature of intron 2 of the OitaAG

gene is the presence of conserved regulatory boxes func-

tionally characterized in A. thaliana. The direct interaction

of the LFY transcription factor with intron 2 of the AG

gene in Arabidopsis is crucial for the early activation of AG

expression [57]. The 70 bp element is involved in the late

stage activity of AG [27], while the function of the

aAGAAT-box is still not clear. These motifs (aAGAAT-

box, LBS and the 70 bp element) were clearly identified by

MEME analysis to be within the nucleotide sequence of

intron 2 of OitaAG, with the same order and a similar

relative distance as in the Arabidopsis gene. These features

highlight the importance of the nucleotide sequence and

spatial distribution conservation of the three cis-regulatory

motifs in monocots as well as dicots. In addition to these

three conserved motifs, the PLANTPAN search identified a

number of putative TFBSs shared by intron 2 of the Oi-

taAG gene and its homologs. Of particular interest is the

presence of binding sites for known regulators of AG: WUS

(positive regulator) and BLR (negative regulator). Both

TFBSs are present in multiple copies within intron 2 of

OitaAG and many of its homologs. The spatial location of

these elements is not strictly conserved, particularly in

monocots (orchid and rice). The absence of canonical WUS

binding sites within intron 2 of the OsMADS3 gene might

be due to the partition of the C-class functions between

OsMADS3 and its paralogous gene OsMADS58 in rice

(sub-functionalization) [58, 59] and/or to the expression

pattern of the WUS gene of rice (OsWUS), different from

that of the WUS gene of Arabidopsis [60]. Finally, the AG

gene is known to be negatively regulated by the A-class

factor AP2 through direct interaction with a non-canonical

AT-rich sequence located within intron 2 [28]. In some of

the examined genes, the position of the AP2 binding sites

in intron 2 is just downstream of the 70 bp element,

whereas in O. italica and rice, it is farther downstream. The

presence of conserved regions and TFBSs within intron 2

of the OitaAG gene of O. italica suggests that the general

regulatory mechanisms of this gene are strictly conserved;

however, differences in the number and distribution of the

TFBSs might be related to peculiar aspects of the expres-

sion profile of this gene in orchids.
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